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The Talmud records the following discussion:

our Rabbis taught: who rvrote Megirot Tq'anit (the
scrolrs of fasting
containing lists of days on which fasting is proscribed)?
They said:

Hananiah b. Hezekiah and his companions, who
cherishei their troubres
(she-hayu mehabevin et ha-tsarot). R.
Shimon bar Gamlier observed: we
too cherish our troubles, but what can we do? For
if we come to write
(them down), we are inadequate.l

In tracing the echoes of the crusades in

Jewish historical writing

and

consciousness' one is arrested by the phrase
"they cherish their houbres.,, Does
it not.appear to be a poignan! oven shocking,
epigram for the Jewish historicar

experience, or at least for the "rachr,
ose conception,, of that experience
according to which suffering assumes pride
of place? H"r", u, Jrrwhere in
Jewish literature, the gates of interpretaiion
were open to various and diverse
travelers' Rashi, the great French commentator
who was a contemporary of the
first crusaders and who lost reratives and friends
to their anti-Jewish excesses,
understood "they cherished their houbles',
to mean that Jews cherished not their
troubles, but rather their riberation from such
troubles. Jews were compelred to

recall their troubles, he claimed, so as to praise
God for His miraculous
intervention.2 Moreover, the sense of inadequacy
in recording these travails
stemmed, in paft, from their sheer ubiquity. persecution,
*.r, so regular a
feature of Jewish history as to exhaust even
the most practiced hand. Rashi
thus equates the course of Jewish history with
tragedy, anticipating what
would later be designated. as Leidensgeschichte. However,
he does not follow
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the plain sense of the Gemara by ascribing a passionate love of the act of
persecution.

That step r's taken by a later Talmudic commentator, the early seventeenthcentury MaHarSha, Rabbi Shmuel Edels. On Edels' view, "they cherish their
troubles" does not mean that Jews cherish their freedom from troubles, but rather
that "they actually cherish their troubles" - in and of themselves.3 Edels died
before the Chmielnicki massacres of 1648 that left such a deep imprint on the
mental landscape of modern eastern European Jewry. But he was clearly no
stranger to anti-Jewish hostility, since he apprehended in his own day a certain
'tendency
among fellow Jews to remember, and even revel in, their afflictions.
Edels' gloss forces to the surface the darker, pathological aspects of Jewish
suffering - not the sense of dignity, glory, and sanctification of the name of God,
but the psychological reliance on suffering as a primary means of sustaining.
group distinctiveness.
Whether or not one agrees with Edels' conclusion, it is indisputable that the
recollection of tragedy was deeply woven into the fabric of medieval Jewish
collective memory through media such as selihot, fast days, and Memorbiicher.a
Moreover, this mnemonic thread did not disappear with the waning of the
Middle Ages, but has dangled in the consciousness of the modern Jew, during
an era when the broader tapestry of collective memory began to unfold. Few
would dispute that the "lachrymose conception" of Jewish history has had
tremendous staying power in modern scholarship, traversing the boundary lines,
for example, between nineteenth-century German-Jewish scholars and their
twentieth-century Zionist critics. No doubt, there has been considerable impetus
to the modern recollection of tragedy, primarily from the recuruence of tragedy
itself in events such as the Russian pogroms of l88l and 1903-06, the Ukrainian
massacres after the First World War, and of course the Shoah.
What is both interesting and understandable is the ritualized nature of
recollection. As in times past, the modern Jewish recollection of hagedy is
fostered by both literary and calendrical markers. Whereas yizkerbooks recount
the fate of destroyed Jewish communities, Holocaust memoirs and fiction seek
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to probe the sense of inner devastation and moral depletion experienced by Jews,'
and European society more generally, during the Second World War,s These
works are often read with a reverence bordering on the sacred, indeed, with the

the

they contain profound truths that can be felt but not necessarily
named.6 In a similar vein, Yom Ha-Shoah commemorations have become a
fixture on the yearly calendars of Jews both in the Diaspora and in Israel,
surpassing in level of observance Tisha be-Av and other traditional fast days.7
So too, visits to Holocaust museums convey to many Jews the sense of
discharging a difficult but important obligation, as in fulfilling a religious
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history, I would like to examine here
a set of modern texts, source collections
containing documents relating to past
Jewish persecutions, particularry
the
crusades' At one revel, these texts
often aspire to be, and urrun," the
form
of,
critical schorarry works rhat stand.at
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crusude
chronicles themselves. At another
lever, though, the modem anthologies
attest to
and reinforce the importance
even

centrality - of the .""r,r*rri. in Jewish
historical consciousness, especially
in the Ashkenazic world wtre.e trageay
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been a recurrent feature from
medieval to modern times.l0

what I propose to undertake in this essay
is a number of interrerated tasks.
In
order to set
n of modern
will
briefly
survey modern
portrayals of the crusades, an
event
which, as
to catastrophe in the.imagination
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prescriptions for, Jewish history.
For
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example, the early eighteenth-century Protestant scholar, Jacques Basnages,
at the dawn of an age of new-found equanimity toward the Jews, imputed
a venomous spirit to the Crusading masses rn his Histoire des juifs. "Come,"
Basnages imagined the Crusaders proclaiming, "let us massacre them in such a
way that they do not remember any longer the name Israel."l3 One can assume
that Basnages' own condemnation of this sentiment resulted in equal (and
related) parts from his incipient philo-Semitism and his Protestant disdain for
Catholic excesses. Curiously, the passion with which Basnages wrote of the
Crusades was not matched by the first modern Jewish scholar to write a
comprehensive account of the Jewish past, Isaak Marcus Jost. In his Geschichte
der Israeliten Jost dispensed with the anti-Jewish violence of 1096 in typically
workmanlike and dispassionate fashion.14 Quite different in temperament was
Jost's childhood friend from Wolfenb0ttel, LeopoldZunz, who gives resounding
voice to the lachrymose theme in Jewish history: "The Middle Ages is the age
of barbarism - that is, of rule by brute force, ignorance, and clerical oppression."
Central to this epoch of Jewish history, as well as to Zunz's investigation of
medieval Jewish liturgy, were the Crusades which established new standards

writing

both of anti-Jewish antipathy and of Jewish poetic excellence.15
lf Zunz laid a solid foundation for the lachrymose motif in Jewish historical
writing, Heinrich Graetz constructed an entire edifice. With his characteristic
flair and ardor, Graetz described the first Crusaders as "the scum of the French,
English, and Flemish (who), in the absence of Mahometans, began the holy work
of plundering and murdering with (src) the Jews,"l6 Indeed, in Graetz, Jewish
history as Leidensgeschichte, with the Crusades as the defining experience,
receives its most complete and elaborate expression, but hardly its last. Graetz's
Russian-Jewish critic, Simon Dubnow, who inveighed against the overly
mournful depiction of Jewish life in previous historiography, describes the
period of Jewish history commencing in 1096 as the "era of mass slaughter (dle
Ara des Massengemetzels)."1t Somewhat earlier, the traditionalist historian, Zev
Yawetz, struck a deeply reverential tone in writing of the Jewish victims of the
Crusades. In language reminiscent of the very paytanim whose memory he
sought to evoke, Yawetz proclaimed in his Toldot Yisrael that "the eye of our
great writers, the poets of the holy, was never obstructed from the grandeur and
the heroism that shone through the darkness and destruction" wrought by the

evil Crusaders.l8

Not surprisingly, the central and hallowed place of the Crusades experience
in Jewish,historiography vanishes in the work of Salo Baron. It was Baron, after
all, who declared battle against the "lachrymose conception" of Jewish history,
and particularly against "the new generation of historians (who) outdid one
aRother in passionate accounts of Israel's woes and sorrows."l9 In countering this

I
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tendency, Baron did not describe the suffering
of Jews during the crusades in
great and graphic detair. In fact, in the
sub-chapter on i,ReligiJus ana Economic

Intolerance" in the 1937 edition of A sociar oid
R"tigro^

nrrri

of the Jews,
protections accorded Jews by rulers

Baron
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-,- relating poignant
than
episodes of

Jewish

Baron's presentation deliberatery cut against the grain
of accepted Jewish
bom of the desire to liberate Jewish scholarship
sumptions, parlicularly from the claim that
ail
Jews ar d Cbristians was rooted in murderous
as

hostility. A fair number of contemporaty scholars
have foilowel uion,, lead in
challenging older, lachrymose approaches to
the Jewish Middle Ages. And yet,
it has been the older approaches that have shaped,
to a great extent,"the historical
imagination of modern European Jewry.
It is interesting to recall in this connection a modern scholarly
genre that
seems to offer an even more concentrated
dose of the lachrymose thl tle grana
narratives of Jewish history: namely, the source
.collections containing texts of
Hebrew literary resfonses to the crusades published
from the mid-nineteenth
century to the mid-twentieth. The most renowned
oi these collections may well
be Adolf Neubauer's and Moritz stern's Hebrciische
Berichte iiber die
Judenverfolgungen wcihrend der Kreuzziige
of 1g92. But there were source
collections both before and after this edition
that merit our attention.
The enterprise of source collections is an important,
though under-researched,
subject in the history of modern scholarship.zt
Serving u, u iporiiory for critical
editions of important documents, this genre
was central to the ongoing
professionalization of the historical discipline
in the nineteenth century. But
behind the declared goal of presenting primary
sources without interpretive
bias, this genrb has often masked a far more
tendentious mission.

one of the
most famous ,protofypes is the Monum;enta Germaniae
Historic4 the vast
compendium of sources relating to medieval
German history, which served, as
one nineteenth-century observer noted, as ,,the
most national work of our
time"'22 within Jewish scholarly circles, works
such as the Germania
Judaica,

on the one hand, or the later volumes of
kinus produced by Ben-Zion Dinur and
simha Assaf,, on the other, aimed not onry to present
historical texts in orderly

fashion, but also, in their respective
identify.

with this mixed

agenda

*uyr, to fashion visions of Jewish

group

in mind, we should now turn our attention to

mo-dern Jewish anthologies dealing

the

with the crusades. An important early figure

in forging this body of literature was Adolph Jeilinek,
the noted viennese Jewish
scholar, who produced the first modern
of Hebrew crusades materiar.

"aition

crusades experience,

to his mind, was the recourse of Jewish

scholars to

mysticism,whichheaphoristicallylabeled..thecradleofdepressionandthe
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Jewish onomastics, especially the earlier one with its smattering of
Arabic,
Italian, and Babylonian names. Apart from this intriguing, though
ui.un. line of
inquiry; Jellinek made one passing reference to the traumatic nature

of the events
1096, alluding to the "wild hordes of crusaders."28 And yet, the linking
of
worms and vienna in his pamphlet begs for further commentary. The former
represented a tragedy of hitherto unsurpassed brutality and scale,
The latter
symbolized a tragedy averted, given that the expulsion of the Jews
from vienna
in 1670 was followed shortly thereafter by their readmission. The association
between the two texts and the two Jewish communities bespoke
two possible
historical paths for Ashkenazic Jews.
we would do well to situate Jellinek's perhaps unconscious pairing within the
charged environment of his day, highlighted by the rising iide of

of

I

virulent forms

of

new and
anti-semitic expressions. By the late rg70s, Georg von

Schdnerer had begun to incorporate anti-Semitism into the political program
that
gained him electoral success in the Austrian parliament.2e Indeed,

when Jellinek

l

1

published the worms and vienna documents, new anti-Semitic groups
were
beginning to populate the Austrian landscape. Among them was the christian
Social movement which produced the most renowned anti-semitic politician
of
the period, Karl Lueger.3' In this ambience of escalating anti-Jewish
tensions,
which inspired Jellinek to "gigantic (scholarly) productivity', as well as activism
in defense of Jews, the linking of worms and vienna seems not entirely

coincidental.3l
It is at this point that the diverse functions of the source compilation come
into focus. Adolph Jellinek belonged to a generation of Jewish scholars intent
on bringing order to the rich thicket of classical Jewish sources. But
the impulse
to produce critical editions of these sources, and thereby to let them

speak for
were, often belied a more compricated psychological or
ideological motivation.32 In Jellinek's case, it may well be that the coupling
of
worms and vienna addressed both his scholarly interests and his anxiety over
social conditions of the day, particularly in his adopted home city.
A different mix of functions informs the first systematic critical edition of
Hebrew sources from the crusades period, Neubauer's and stern's Hebrciische

themselves as

it

Berichte ilber Judenverfolgungen wcihrend der Kreuzziige. published in lg92
by
the Historische commission flir Geschichte der Juden in Deutschland, this
volume made no explicit reference to the impending g00th anniversary of 1096.
Moreover, Moritz Stem's preface to the Hebrew texts with German translations

was a terse bio-bibliographical description

of the material

collected

in

the

volume. His language could not have been more dispassionate as he discussed
the provenance and redaction of five Hebrew chronicles (including Eleazar
bar
Yehudah's text) into critical form. A similar tenor pervaded the historical
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sentiment that the crusades were but "a page in Israel's
book of sufferings.,, The
tragic emplotment of Jewish history was expiessed in traditionalist
language, and
imparted the sense that continuous suffering had a certain
ennobling quality to

it. what is

particularly

interesting about this piece is not its rachrymose
undertone, but rather its author's disdain for scholars
who forget the true essence

of Jewish history, but "can never forget the (standarJs) of .objective,
historiography."3T Arthough' the Neubauer-Stem edition
was not explicitly
mentioned in this regard, it would seem to exempliff the
kind of historical work
that the editorialist of Die jiidische presse found both dismaying
and lacking.
Rather than serve the cause of Jewish colrective memory,
ii worshiped, one
could imagine the critic lamenting, at the altar of ll/issenschafi.
If the Neubauer-Stern and Salfeld volumes stood at one end of the
spectrum of
crusade commemoration, the other pole was inhabited by a volume
published
in Germany more than three decades later by the Galician-born
scholar and

writer, shimon Bernfeld. Along with thousands of other Eastern
European Jews
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Bernfeld
made his way to
Berlin (in 1894), where he contributed to the burgeoning enterprise
of Hebrew

and Yiddish publishing.ts Bernfeld wrote prolificalty

in

both Hebrew

and

German' producing a long series of books on Jewish history
and thought. Among
them was one of the most manifestly martyrological texts in
the modern Hebrew
literary canon. Entitled sefer ha-demd'ot (The Book of Tears),
this book
belonged to an historical moment in which the anthological genre
particularly,
the genre of source collections was increasingly mobilized

to the cause of
Jewish nationalism.3e For idstance, sefer ha-demi,ot was published
in Berlin in

7923, three years before the apperance of Ben-Zion Dinur's
Toldot yisra,el, a
work that was later expanded into the famous eight-volume yisra'el
ba-golah.ao
That Bernfeld shared Dinur's desire to utilize primary sources to
mold
historical consciousness will become clear shortly. However, the
two scholars,
historical visions were far from identical. whereas Dinur aimed
to demonstrate
both the national character of Jewish life in the Diaspora and the
ceaseless
yearning of Jews to immigrate to the land of Israel, Bernfeld
had a more singular
mission: "to establish the martyrology of the Jewish people according
to (extant)
historical accounts..."4l Here the dual aspirations of the source compiler
come
into sharp focus. In introducing his book, Bemfeld announced that
he did not
intend to offer an historical narrative, "but rather the original tales
themselves
that are hidden in our historical and liturgical literature.,'42 what
resulted was a
two-volume work that contained reports of anti-Jewish persecutions
from the
second century BCE to the late fifteenth century cE, Not surprisingry,
Bernfeld's
intimation that his voice would not intervene in the presentation of
sources was

ll
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not altogether accruate. In language strikingly distinct from that found in the
earlier Neubauer-Stern volumo, Bernfeld's Hebrew resonated with a tremulous

wake of the Great War.

opriately dated Tisha be-Av 5683
we see' unfortunately, that tragedy
historical period is one of ths links
in this long chain that has no end." One of the most important links in that chain
was the crusades. The widespread destruction wrought by the crusaders led

th
(1923),
has not
In
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describe in detail those tragedies whose number reaches in
the thousands and tens of thousands? The acts of cruelty of those animals

aresuchthattheyhavenoparallel.Allofthemarebutoneact_a
terifying madness that brought the Goyim to

a level of brutality that can

not be measured'43

In the midst of his impassioned, at times hyperbolic,

and unequivocally

sanctified
martyrdom.aa Bernfeld described the Jewish victims of the Crusades in
in
marryrs
Jewish
all
death
of
heroic
terms: "The death of these dear souls, the
existence
the
for
reasons
every place and at every time - this iS one of the chief

of the Jewish nation."45
'l
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compiler who seeks to arrange documents so that they can speak for themselves.
This seems to be in the aim in Siegmund Salfeld's Martyrologium which
presented a critical edition of lists of fallgn medieval Jews without editorial

comment. By contrast, shimon Bernfeld's allegiances lqy *ittt the more
traditional function. Not only was tragedy a constant in his world-view. It was
spiritually uplifting, a theme evoked in the very Crusade-era texts, the Hebrew
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Chronicles, that Bernfeld included in his work.aT In succint fashion, Bernfeld
disclosed his own martyrological perspective: 'iThe afflictions that befell the
people of Israel were afflictions of love, because they cleanse its sins and elevate
it to an exalted ethical plane that has no parallel."48 The notion of"afflictions of
love" (ltisurin shel ahavah), frequently invoked in rabbinic literature, recalls the
Talmudic story with which this paper opened. In that story, Hananiah ben
Hezekiah and his companions were said to "cherish their houbles." Bernfeld
cites this statement without mentioning Rashi's gloss to the effect that what Jews
cherished was liberatior from their travails. Rather, he emphasized that "our
ancestors cherished their afflictions, and for that reason, left a written record in
books."4e It is interesting to consider to what extent Bernfeld came to cherish
Jewish affictions since he too left a written record of them in Sefer ha-dema'ot.
It is not unreasonable to assume that he was guided by his own dictum that
"stories of affliction from the past are the songs of consolation for the future."50
In pre-modern Ashkenazic Jewish culture, the value ascribed to recalling
Jewish tragedies was didactic and psychological. Episodes of persecution were
the raw material out of which collective narratives of Jewish virtue, vice, and
above all chosenness were fashioned. Recounting them offered solace by linking
the fate of Jews both to forebears and descendents. These impulses were present
in a modem text such as Bernfeld's Sefer ha-dema'ot,and they are pleqent in
the final text to be discussed in this paper: Sefer gezerot Ashkenaz ve-Tsarfat,
edited by A. M. Habermann, with an intr_oduction by Yitzhak Fritz Baer. This
collection of critically edited sources, comprising reiollections and piutim
written after medieval Ashkenazic persecutions, was published in Jerusalem
shortly before the 850th anniversary ofthe First Crusades in the year 1945. The
sense of a fate shared by medieval Jews in Germany and their modern
counterparts was uppermost in the minds of Habefinann and Baer, After paying
homage to the Talmudic excerpt about Jews' cherishing their troubles,
Habermann suggested that the recuiTence 9f tragedy in Jewish history, and the
underlying belief in divine causality,'numbed the feel for historiography among
medieval Jews.5l Anticipating Yerushalmi's line of argument in Zakhor,
Habermann insisted lhat kinot'and selihol served as the primary and most
effective vessels of collective memory of past persecutions, Republishing this
kind of literature, bristling with rage and bewilderment, in 1945 was hardly
accidental. It was testament to the unfolding tragedy of Habermann's own day.
With an air of incredulity, he wrote:
We never thought that the Middle Ages would repeat themselves. We
thought: what was can not possibly recur in our days. And here we were
bitterly disappointed, The Middle Ages did return, and with new strength
and vigor.52
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the Jewish crusades material
As with Shimon Bernfeld, the objective of exalting

transcended

the aims of critical

scholarship.

The function was chiefly

therapeutic,asHabermannsoughttoconsfuctamythiccommunityofhistorical

i.i. uo*.""

material
past and present, medieval and modem. From the crusades

in particular,

of what befell our generation' We will also draw
fromthemstrengthtobearthepainandofferabitofconsolationinorder

we

will

hear an echo

are still alive'53
to continue. Our enemies wanted to annihilate us, but we

hinted, though somewhat
Yitzhak Baer's introduction to the same collection also
brief essay, dedicated to
His
more obliquely, at a community of historical fate'
Spanier, who was killed in
his one.time colleague in Berlin, the librarian Arthur

Bergen-Belseninlg44,signaledsomeofthefeaturesthatwouldcometo

notice the celebration of a
dominate Baer,s later historical thought.s+ Thus, we
a promiscuous Sephardic
of
nobly pious Ashkenazic culture at the expense
pious Ashkenazic culture
culture. we also notice Baer's persistent effort to root
Judaism.5s For example,
in a familiar ancient foundation, that of second Temple
were' he maintained'
the memoirs atd piyutim collected in Gezerot Ashkenaz
past' from that grand
times
from
known
unified world-view

"part of that same

that "unified
piot that was formed in Second Temple days'"so Presumably'
piety in
heroic
of
world-view" could and should continue to inspire models
1945, the year in which Baer wrote his essay'
In writing of
one final aspect of Baer's introduction warmnts our attention.
capable of producing
the crusade chroniclers, he argues that they were not
a realistic point of
and
,,historiography in which a theological perspective
When reading this, one
observation were combined in equal measure."57
for successful and serviceable
wonders if Baer was not offering a recipe his own
historiography.Afterall,hewasatoncethemostsoberandexactingofarchival

passionate and emotive Jewish
historians - and at the sime time, one of the most
in the concluding pages
scholars in our century. Indeed, it was he who suggested
there may well be "a power that lifts the

pf"i",ive volume, Galut,that

"iiit
Jewish people out of the realm of all causal history"'st

point of observation"
The admixture of "a theological perspective and a realistic

neatlycapturestheformulaforanumberofthetextsdiscussedinthis
pup"r,.rprriallythosevolumeswritteninthereverentialandreferential
between critical scholarship
medium of Hebrew. These texts straddle the border

In this respect' they pose a telling contrast to
**-k, of modern Hebrew fiction (e'g', Tchernichovsky'

and traditional liturgy'
contemporan"ou,

Abramowitsh,Bialik)which,asAlanMintzhaspointedout,adoptanironicand
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subversive attitude to past tragedy.se And so, the suggestion that fiction might
perhaps do what history has failed to in forging Jewish collective memory

requires rethinking;60

for that which fatls under the category o,f history -

including the editions studied here - Qftqn contain a pas.sion and.tendentiousness
at odds with a critical scholarly sensibility.
In the spirit of rethinking, it seems important, as a concluding note, to confront
directly the troubling proposition that Jews cherish their troubles. The fact
that hagedy has informed Jewish history is empirically unassailable. That
recollection of past tragedies can serve a valuabfe psychological function, as
comfort ttj the victim, also seems beyond dispute. {'nd yet, when the annals
of Jewish history are reduced to a -martyrology, both historical integrity and
a font of creative cultural energy are lost. Psychoanalysts warn that the
repeated invocation of trauma hints at a lurking and unresolved danger, at "an
unwillingness -'or more disturbingly, an inability - to forget."6l The dangers are
particularly evident in the post-Holocaust world in which the impulse to "cherish
affliction" has become a central pillar of Jewish identity, even when that impulse
has been shorn of its traditional rationale. In the wake of the 900th anniversary
of the First Crusades, it behooves us to re-examine this long-held and deeply
rooted Jewish instinct with compassionate, but critical eyes.
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